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The Chamber of Advocates of the Republic of Armenia with the assistance of Yerevan office of the
Organization for Security and cooperation in Europe (OSCE) implements the “Free legal advice” grant
program.

 

To take part in the September phase a competition of advocates is being announced.  

The program includes 3 independent components (courses).

a) Free legal advice in regions (component 1).

b) Free legal advice in institutions of criminal procedure (component 2),

գ) Free legal advice to drivers   (component 3).

 

        

Component 1.

 

 The Chamber of Advocates of RA announces a competition for organizing  visitations and
showing  free legal advice to citizens in Lori and Shirak regions in September: choosing 4
advocates from Yerevan city and by 1 advocate from Lori and Shirak regions   (8-th and 9-th
groups).

     In the competition can take part advocates, having at least 2 years of experience on civil matters
from Yerevan and Lori and Shirak regions.

 

Component 2.

 

The Chamber of Advocates of RA announces a competition for choosing 6 advocates for
organizing visitations to “Vanadzor” and “Artik” institutions of criminal procedure and
showing legal help to imprisoned persons in September: 4  advocates from Yerevan city and
by 1 advocate from Lori and Shirak regions. (8-th and 9-th groups).

 

     Advocates from Yerevan, Lori and Shirak regions can take part in the competition in case of having at
least 2 years of working experience on criminal matters.    

Component 3.



 

     The Chamber of Advocates of RA announces a competition in September for choosing 3
advocates (5-th group) to show free legal help to drivers.      In the competition can take part
advocates having at least 3 years working experience in administrative law cases.   

      To take part in the competition you have to present an application(email) attaching your
autobiography (CV) in English and Armenian languages and send it to  info@advocates.am or
lyudvik.davtyan@gmail.com .

     The applications and attached documents may be filed to the Chamber of Advocates of RA
in paper format.

    In the application should be mentioned the component and the region that the advocate is
applying for and also the region where the latter is realizing his activity.    The deadline for
accepting applications is the 26-th of August 2016.   

     The contents of the “Free legal advice” program, the claims to the advocates participating in the
competition, the details connected with the organization of the competition are described in the
program.

     For additional information you can connect with the coordinator of the program Lyudvik Davtyan or
call the Chamber of Advocates of RA.

 

Coordinator of the program

Lyudvik Davtyan

Advocate, Ph.D. in jurisprudence

 

Email  lyudvik.davtyan@gmail.com
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